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Abstract
Lack of pro-environmental behaviours from the millennials can be detrimental to current attempts to preserve the environment. However, these millennials do trust their opinion leaders who consist of social influencers. Thus, social influencers play an important role in projecting pro-environmental behaviours and persuading their followers in embracing pro-environmental behaviours. Pro-environmental behaviours can be elicited from the millennials from their opinion leaders. The paper employed a qualitative case study to investigate social influencers’ narrative persuasion in eliciting pro-environmental behaviours from their followers. Two social influencers who were language educators participated in the study. These social influencers had more than 1000 followers on their social media accounts. Data were taken from online observation and semi-structured interviews. Data were analysed using thematic analysis. Peer debriefing was used to increase trustworthiness. The findings indicated that these social influencers used narrative transportation, identification and emotions to persuade their followers to exhibit pro-environmental behaviours. Each informant had the environmental issues that they championed and had a deep personal attachment with the issue. They were more concerned with engaging fellow citizens to be more responsible consumers and conserve the environment. They were aware of local and global environmental concerns.
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Introduction
The development of environmental awareness and pro-environmental behaviours are crucial to raise future generations that care for the natural environment in this rapidly changing world. Recently, higher education has played a more active role in environmental education and addressing environmental problems. It has become part of the responsibility for higher education to shape students’ and staffs’ awareness about the importance of preserving and
sustaining the natural environment. Among the efforts done to encourage awareness on environmental issues at the university level such as Green Campus and UI GreenMetric World University Ranking. As a center of knowledge and human development, it is argued that higher education should be fully utilized as one of the mediums to disseminate pro-environmental behaviours. Moreover, academics are deemed to be able to comprehend the environmental problems in depth. They are seen as leaders to future generations. Hence, there is a need to identify micro-influencers’ narrative persuasion for engaging the public to emulate their pro-environmental behaviours.

With reference to social media, it is recognized as one of the powerful mediums that can be used to disseminate messages about awareness and pro-environmental behaviours especially among millennials. Millennials refers to the group of people who were born between 1980 to 2000 and are digital natives. This generation is also seen as digital natives as they spend a significant amount of time on social media for communication, social connection, entertainment, content creation and sharing as well as to keep themselves updated with current events (Dwivedi & Lewis, 2020). As a consequence, compared to other generations, millennials are more amenable to ethical issues and are environmentally conscious (Bedard & Tolmie, 2018). Previous studies suggested that millennial environmental advocators persuade their followers to exhibit pro-environmental behaviours via social media (Hamid et al., 2017). Despite the importance of social media as a channel to spread pro-environmental behaviours, there is still very limited studies conducted in this area (Hamid et al., 2017). Due to that reason, the influence of millennial micro-influencers’ environmental leadership on their followers is still not well understood (Bedard & Tolmie, 2018). To address this gap, this paper investigated narrative persuasion employed by two language educators who were social influencers to persuade pro-environmental behaviors among their followers.

Literature Review

Scientists communicating environmental issues have become an issue of the past because previous studies have proven that communication about environmental issues is more effective if used with narrative storytelling that can cater to various audiences. However, many studies do not include storytelling when sharing their data (Martinez-Conde et al., 2019). Stories enable complex data to be understood by non-experts which can persuade the public to change and advocate the researchers’ missions. Campaigns and communication that use story-based narratives assist the public to understand and advocate environmental issues (Falkheimer & Heide, 2018). Some governments have begun to use influencer marketing to promote their global image and position themselves as a soft power in the tourism business for example. The term "soft power" in 1980 by Joseph (2021) is to describe a country's ability to persuade or coerce others without resorting to force. In a way, this is a good resort to promote environmental issues among the various audiences.

Narrative Transportation enables the audience to be transported into the stories or realms constructed by the creators (Schank & Abelson, 1995). Narratives effectively transport the audience to realms constructed by the constructors (Tukachinsky, 2014). Green and Brock (2000) explain that after being transported to the dreams/stories, the travellers are changed by their transportation experiences. During their transportation to the dream worlds, they are not accessible to the origin world. To make the transportation highly effective, the narratives and characters must correlate with the belief and character identification of the participants.
In narrative persuasion, identification plays an important role as the audience pays attention not to the message but also to the people they relate to. To achieve transportation, the audience needs the entry point to the story. Being social influencers, the audience or followers can influence those who can be transported especially those who have creative minds. De Graaf, Hoeken, Sanders and Beentjes (2012) advocate that when the audience identifies with the actual and fictionalized characters presented in the narrative, they will embrace the beliefs proposed by the characters. The audience may reconstruct their identities to match the characters they like (Green, 2021). Authenticity allows for the creation of perceived close relationships with followers, which leads to trust, loyalty, and messaging internalization (Kapitan, & Silvera, 2016). When an influencer can honestly narrate content, they will have no trouble persuading the audience to trust in them. Influencers, particularly those with smaller followings, are seen as more trustworthy by their followers and so better positioned to affect their behaviour, according to political marketers (Goodwin et al., 2020). Each influencer has a distinct brand that attracts a specific segment of their industry’s followers. As a brand, knowing your buyer’s persona and target demographic is more important than ever, since, with these facts, they can choose the influencer that can best help them to get your message in front of the audiences who matter most to you.

Effective Persuasive strategies often employ the flow of emotions in engaging the audience in their narratives (Nabi & Gabil, 2015). However, shorter narratives require overall emotional shifts to be relayed by the audience than the characters (Ophir et al., 2021). Previous studies indicate that displaying emotions in environmental communications prevent engagement with the target audience (Bashir et al., 2013; Swim et al., 2018). The usage of negative emotions in one’s expressing concerns on environmental challenges indicates that the individual’s caring attitude towards these challenges (Bloodhart et al., 2019; Hornsey et al., 2016). However, using negative emotions is less effective in persuading supporters to advocate environmental petitions. This also shows how social media influencers can legitimate and disseminate bad beliefs, as well as how incentive systems for people who publish this type of content have altered (Goodwin et al., 2020). Effective leadership among educators consists of having a clear vision, managing people, capacity and developing talent (Leithwood et al., 2020). In addition, Netolicky (2020) highlights the importance of accountability. Christie, Miller, Cooke and White (2015) indicate that educators play important roles as environmental leaders in enhancing their students’ environmental awareness and including these issues in their classrooms.

**Methodology**

The paper employed a qualitative case study to investigate social influencers’ narrative persuasion in eliciting pro-environmental behaviours from their followers. Narrative persuasion theory and social learning theory were used as theoretical frameworks of the study. Two social influencers who were language educators participated in the study. Data were taken from online observation and semi-structured interviews.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Occupations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maya</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Beauty Influencer</td>
<td>Language Educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaia</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Lifestyle Influencer</td>
<td>Language Educator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: online observation and interview sessions

The study used purposive sampling as informants were selected based on their expertise and understanding of the phenomenon studied (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). The informants were selected based on these criterions:

i. Age between 23 – 35 years old
ii. Have 1000 – 50 000 followers
iii. Show environmental leadership
iv. Teach language

Data were analysed using thematic analysis. Peer debriefing was used to increase trustworthiness of data when one qualitative researcher examined the themes and categorised them.

Findings and Discussion

The findings indicated that these social influencers used narrative transportation, identification and emotions to persuade their followers to exhibit pro-environmental behaviours. Each informant had the environmental issues that they championed and had a deep personal attachment with the issue. They were more concerned with engaging fellow citizens to be more responsible consumers and conserve the environment. They were aware of local and global environmental concerns.

Theme 1: Narrative Transportation

Narrative transportation is defined as the concept of being transported into the social influencers’ constructed realms that the followers lost grasp of their reality. Both informants used storytelling to transport their followers to their narrative contexts. They put their followers in their world and captivated their followers until these followers lost track of reality. These followers are unable to criticise the contents as they were lost in the realms constructed by the informants. The theme emerged from narrative transportation was demonstrators as illustrated below.

Sub-Theme 1: Demonstrators.

Demonstrators are defined as experts who shared their expertise by showing followers of how to do something that protect the environment. The informants used narrative transportation by using storytelling elements when demonstrating their practical experiences being sustainable consumers in Extract 1, 2 and 3.

Extract 1:

By showing them what I do in my social media posting ..sometimes by showing what I bought, what I do and what I wear in my everyday life (Gaia, Interview)
Extract 2:
If I want to persuade them, may be I will..like this box..I will inform them let them know this box is made of..it is recycled ..kenapa dia expensive ..it is okay to use..why ..it is recycle box ..okay ..it is not okay to use products yang ada chemical things..if you want to buy things, make sure it is handmade..handmade ni mcm use natural ingredients and then how I persuade them..I show the thing and give information ..that is all I can do (Maya, Interview)

Extract 3:
let say I posted the box on story , this recycled box,,craft box,,there are few and several people yang dm and said I used the box too..we can recycle and save the environment..if we fold dia lembut , so letak water dia biodegradable..akan ada people yang akan text or dm cakap they use the box too or I have been looking for the box (Maya, Interview)
Self-disclosive strategy was used in the informants’ demonstration to persuade their followers to be more environmental conscious. This finding concurs with the study conducted by Norrabiyah et al (2020) claim that social influencers used self-disclosive strategy to persuade their followers to support their causes. In addition, the finding advocates that engagement among social influencers and their followers increased when social influencers used narrative transportation in their posts and videos (Huang et al., 2018; Van Laer et al., 2019).

Theme 2: Identification
Identification is defined as when the followers identified with social influencers’ projected identities and constructed images to invoke support for the social influencers’ environmental causes. The social influencers constructed relatable identities with their followers.

Sub- Theme 1: Green Lifestyle Advocators
Maya and Gaia shown that they were effective persuaders. They were social influencers showed audience-awareness in persuading their followers to implement environmental behaviours as shown in Extract 4, 5 and 6. Both Maya and Gaia believed that their audience wanted green lifestyle advocators who led environmental-friendly lifestyles. Maya realised that her followers consisted of beauty enthusiasts from both genders who appreciated her helpful attitude and realistic beauty tips. She persuaded her audience by promoting products that she used. In Gaia’s case, he believed that his audience wanted him to include evidence-rich postings of his green lifestyle.

Extract 4
most of my followers are girls and women..they are also men and boys..so normally when I share my content on Instagram will be on my daily life like what I used ..I do not follow the followers that I have ..I show things that I like and helpful (Maya, Interview)

Extract 5
People kan nak feel convinced ..mesti dorang nak tahu why ..before you convince people, you need to be convinced, you need to use it first. Let us say , I am selling skincare product , I have to use that first before selling to people (Maya, Interview)
Extract 6
sometimes with words doesn’t show enough but we need like to do the action and show them without telling them so when they see the actions that we do that contribute to making a safer and greener environment, so they will follow (Gaia, Interview)

This finding support the findings from previous studies suggest that identities shape one’s environmental decisions (Kizilay & Onal, 2019; MgGuire, 2015).

Theme 3: Emotion
Emotion is defined as any texts and images that invoked emotions from the followers to support the social influencers’ environmental causes. Social influencers used emotions to persuade their followers to encourage them to exhibit pro-environmental behaviours.

Sub-theme 1: Content Writers.
Social influencers are concerned about the words being used in their environmental attempts.

Extract 7
.. Words..texts... and hashtags..the video too (Gaia, Interview)

Extract 8
Environmental content – I bought the straw made of stainless steel. I bought that one. Once I bought it, I put on my Fb and Instagram showing that is actually the best thing to replace the plastic straw because plastic straw is not environmental friendly. Cannot be recycled at all. I have to have that kind of thing first..., use positive environmental related words (Maya, Interview)

Sub-theme 2: Image Constructor
Social influencers use images to connect with the beliefs of the informants. The informants carefully chosen images that could persuade their followers to support their environmental choices as illustrated by Gaia in Extract 9.

Extract 9
I am particular with what I post because I don’t want people to have negative image of what I do because sometimes when I try to focus on something (environmental issues), they will focus on the background ... I try to choose the content that I share by focussing solely on the content that I want to share (Gaia, Interview)

Extract 10
Describe and show the picture (related to environmental-friendly products)...before I describe I will find the information, is it good...As for me, recycling ..I don’t go and save turtles (Maya, Interview)

Gaia confessed that his followers were influenced by the images he presented in his social media. Therefore, he would carefully choose images that highlighted his messages. His experiences taught him that distractive images would prevent his environmental messages from being received by his followers. Whereas, Maya focused on promoting recycling in her daily life by showing her followers to use recycled products and inculcate recycling as their
chosen lifestyle preference. The findings support previous studies which emphasised on the connection of messages and images presented (Green, & Brock, 2002; Leung et al., 2017).

Conclusion
In the current study, narrative persuasion employed by two language educators who were also social influencers to persuade pro-environmental behaviours among their followers was investigated. Our analysis revealed that narrative transportation, identification and emotions were used by the social influencers in persuading their followers to take on pro-environmental behaviours. Despite the small scale of our study, it has provided valuable insights to other social media influencers especially those among educators about how narrative persuasion can be used to disseminate awareness on pro-environmental issues to their followers. The findings will enable policymaking and activity development that are focused on educating digital natives on pro-environmental behaviours. In addition, findings from the study can be used as a baseline for future studies related to educator leadership in environmental issues.

With the ongoing climate changes and rapid development that disrupt the natural environment, it has become a huge responsibility for higher education to impart knowledge on environmental issues to the current and future generations. To that end, social media plays an important channel to spread awareness and foster pro-environmental behaviours among millennials. Although social media has become part and parcel of our life nowadays, to date there is very limited studies on the role of social media influencers in influencing pro-environmental behaviours to their followers (Hamid et al., 2017) especially among educators. Therefore, future studies should address this gap if we are to create future generation that is not just sensitive about environmental issues but also able to carry out pro-environmental behaviours.
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